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Outline
•

Introduction
– Studying satellite/plasma interactions
– Generating pre-flight specifications

•
•

Generating design specifications
Environmental awareness
– A glimpse from Van Allen Probes
– Deciding on the scope of on-orbit sensors

•

Summary

Low-thrust propulsion complicates pre-flight radiation and charging specification,
and may raise special concerns for environmental monitoring.
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Examples of EP/Spacecraft Interaction Studies
Vehicles

Motor plasma interactions

Reference

Intelsat

Charge plate monitors in view of hydrazine
arcjets during station-keeping activity showed
initial positive charging relative to frame, then
delayed negative response ~200 volts

Likar et al. 2009; Bogorad et
al. 1992

Express-A

Manzella et al. 2001; Boyd
Decent agreement between station-keeping
Hall thruster ion currents (~0.1 mA/cm2) and lab and Dressler 2002
tests in Express-A satellites at GEO, role of
charge exchange

SMART-1

Measured low negative spacecraft potential (~10V) and modeled the propagation of charge
exchange ions

Hilgers et al. 2006

There are a small number of published results showing how satellites with
electric propulsion have performed on orbit.
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Examples of Pre-Flight Specification Issues
Specific research outcome

Reference

Primary engineering concern was solar array
degradation in the inner proton belt; computational
issue with not being able to use time-averaged
radiation environments

McGlathery 1975

Statements of concerns about total dose, plume
interactions, and continuous operations during lowthrust trajectory

Horne and Pitchford 2015

Needs of simulation and laboratory testing for
specifying plume-generated hazards

Likar et al. 2015

Use of static percentiles instead of multiple montecarlo simulations in the AP9/AE9 model

Kwan and O’Brien 2015

The technical concerns for low-thrust orbits have been discussed for years,
with recent (2015) interest driven by plans for missions to GEO.
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A Reasonable Basis for Comparison: Final Orbit
Horne and Pitchford 2015

•

For spiral orbits to GEO, one way to
describe accumulated dose effects is as
a fraction of the GEO mission exposure
Recent examples:

•

– Dose behind 157 mils during 200 day
electric orbit-raising is the as same as 6.7
years at GEO (Horne and Pitchford 2015)
– Dose behind 200 mils during 220 day
raise adds ~10% to the 15-year dose at
GEO (Likar et al. 2015)

•

The same reasoning does not apply to worst-cases of single-event effects
in the inner belt or charging in the outer belt because the GEO design
probably does not include significant residence time in the inner belt or at
the highest intensity in the outer belt
Implications for the AP9/AE9 model discussed next

•
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EP and Final GEO Specifications Using AP9/AE9
•

AP9/AE9 statistical model (G. Ginet et al. 2013) provides the best
specification of the trapped radiation environment for satellite design
Run options:

•

– Mean/percentile: estimated statistics of flux on the model grid
– Perturbed mean: mean fluxes perturbed by measurement and mapping
uncertainties (total dose, displacement damage)
– Monte Carlo: perturbed mean uncertainties plus space weather (worst case
charging and SEE)

•
•

What is the best approach for specifying the low-thrust portion of the orbit?
Kwan and O’Brien 2015 study:
– It turns out that one can use static percentiles (environment everywhere is at a
fixed percentile at the same time) to approximate the 95th percentiles derived
from the full Monte Carlo analysis, thus simplifying the calculation for low-thrust
trajectories to GEO
– Appropriate static percentiles were determined by inspection
– Authors focused on solar array effects (4-10 MeV p and 0.5-2 MeV e-)

•

Specific orbits discussed next
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Three Representative Low-Thrust Orbits to GEO

Orbit name

Orbit raise
Final
duration inclination
(days)

GEO1

231

4.8°

GEO2

125

6.5°

GEO3

267

0°

Initial condition for all transfers was a
circular 926 km 28.5° inclination
orbit
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Trajectories to GEO With Radiation Belt Context

267 days

231 days

125 days

Dose rate
behind 567
mils Al (Van
Allen
Probes/RPS)

Outer belt

Launch dates
arbitrarily set at
1 year intervals

Inner belt

There is a coupling between trajectory, space weather (where only the inner belt
is predictable on these timescales), and launch date.
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Static Percentiles Compared to 95th Monte Carlo
Electrons

•
•

Protons

Electron contributions from inner belt and at L~4 where the outer belt has
maximum intensity
Protons at these energies cease to contribute significantly above L~2.5

For this orbit (and the others not shown) static percentiles were good
approximations for the 95th percentiles of the space weather in Ax9.
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Internal Currents Compared to Final Orbit
24-hour averaged current

•

Because these orbits spend
~100 days in the most
intense portion of the outer
belt, one expects a higher
worst-case internal
charging specification than
for the GEO-only mission
This GEO1 case illustrates
the relative impact of the
spiral orbit phase on the
worst-case internal current
environment

•

The internal charging environment while in transit to GEO can be much worse than
that at GEO with implications that are dependent on the design.
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Environmental Awareness: Van Allen Probes
57 keV

336 keV

Jan 2013

Jan 2014

Jan 2015

…no radial
gradient at 57 keV

An ordinarylooking event…
storm

quiet

Reeves et al. 2016

EP orbits may not traverse a radiation belt slot at energies of interest for
vehicle charging.
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Environmental Awareness: Sensors on the Satellite
•

Do you want to diagnose the propulsion system’s plasma and its
interactions with different systems on the vehicle?
– Prior missions (e.g. SMART-1) measured ion and electron propagation to
multiple locations as well as density and temperature
– Role of pre-flight laboratory data on the thruster and subsystems
– Langmuir probes, RPAs, all suitably situated relative to the plume at locations
possibly defined by pre-flight simulations (with all their uncertainty) or near
systems of interest

•

Once done, there may be remaining questions (as we see in the general
charging problem):
– How applicable are flight results to re-design?
– Were the diagnostics sufficient for ground-based evaluation of materials?

•

Do pathfinder missions have the data you need?
– Not always clear how applicable those are to a different vehicle
– May not have access to all the relevant data
It may be a challenge to argue for comprehensive diagnostics in light of prior orbitraising success, but design margin will remain unknown if nothing is monitored.
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Deciding the Scope of Monitoring Before Choosing Sensors
•

Do you want to only monitor effects on the vehicle?
– ESD is the hazard from differential charging so one may consider an ESD
monitor in order to minimize complexity
– However in prior missions (e.g. SCATHA; Koons and Gorney 1992 ) the routine
vehicle operations produced false environmental-ESD triggers
– Contamination and surface erosion and localized surface charging may need
multiple sensors
– Surface charging via spectrometer or patch monitor?

•
•

Effects monitors need calibration, especially results need application to
different materials and design geometries in follow-on satellites
Monitors of vehicle charging, total dose, and SEE should be on the vehicle
anyway (O’Brien et al. 2008)

Targeted effects monitors may be less generalizable than comprehensive
plasma diagnostics but negate the need for calculations of effects.
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Examples of Effects Sensors
Hazard

Method

Current-day
example

Total ionizing dose

Charge deposit in silicon target

Teledyne micro
dosimeter

Surface charging

Potential between dielectric sample Charge Plate
and frame
Monitor

Internal charging

Shielded current monitor

Van Allen
Probes/ERM

Surface dose

Surface current after retarding
potential

Aerospace SuDOS

ESD

Fast transient detect and capture

Aerospace EDR

There are modern options for effects monitoring.
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Micro Dosimeter: Examples of Utility

Closure with
pre-flight
specifications

Environmental
statistics

Situational
awareness

Lessons from dosimetry demonstrate the utility that effects sensors can
provide for a wide variety of applications.
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Summary
•
•

Low-thrust propulsion complicates pre-flight radiation and charging
specification, and may raise special concerns for environmental monitoring,
but solutions are available.
Pre-flight specifications:
– There is a coupling between trajectory, space weather (where only the inner belt
is predictable on typical EP timescales), and launch date.
– Static percentiles were good approximations for the 95th percentiles of the space
weather in Ax9 in several cases

•

On-orbit environment monitors:
– It may be a challenge to argue for comprehensive diagnostics in light of prior
orbit-raising success, but design margin will remain unknown if nothing is
monitored.
– Targeted effects monitors may be less generalizable than comprehensive plasma
diagnostics but negate the need for calculations of effects.
– There are modern options for effects monitoring.
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